Baker County
Addendum #3
3/9/2018

BID 2018-01 Roof Repair/Replacement – Hurricane Irma.

The following answers to questions amends BID # 2018-01. All responders shall include and incorporate the following changes into their bid response.

1) QUESTION: Are we to include a permit fee and processing in our estimate? Or are the permit fees being waived?

COUNTY ANSWER: A permit is required but the fee is waived.

2) QUESTION: Are the buildings to maintain business while the reroofing is in process? If so is the county providing a protective cover at the building entrance/exit as required for overhead work in an occupied business? Or do I need to include it in my estimate?

COUNTY ANSWER: Yes, the buildings are expected to continue normal business hours during roof work. The bidder is expected to provide protective cover for entrance and exit.